The purpose of this paper is to introduce the some operators via -open sets and -closed sets in topological spaces and obtain some of interesting properties of these operators.
INTRODUCTION
Levine [2] initiated the study of generalized closed sets in topological spaces. In 1963 levine [3] introduced semi-open sets in topological spaces. Robert. A [4] et al., and selvi. T [6] introduced semi*-open sets and pre*-open sets respectively, using the generalized closure operator * due to Dunham [1] . Saranya. S and Bageerathi. K [5] ., introduced -open sets in topological spaces. In this paper, we introduce a new operators using -open sets and -closed sets and study the basic properties and characterization of these operators.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, spaces ( , ) (or simply ) always mean non empty topological spaces on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicity stated. For a subset A of a space ⇔ is a -nbhd of .
⇔ is a -interior point of .
Hence
( ) is the set of all -interior points of .
(iv) Suppose is -open. Then by part (ii) and (iii), we have every point of is the -interior point of .
Theorem 3.5. Let and  be subsets of ( , ). Then the following results hold. 
Proof:
(i) Let and be subsets of . We have ⊆ ∪ and ⊆ ∪ . By Theorem 3.5(iii), ( ) ⊆ ( ∪ ) and ( ) ⊆ ( ∪ ) which implies that, ( ) ∪ ( ) ⊆ ( ∪ ). This proves (i).
(ii) We have ∩ ⊆ and ∩  . Then by Theorem 3.5(iii),
⊆ ( ) ∩ ( ). This proves (ii).
Theorem 3.7. For any subset of , 
